
 
 

Dear colleagues, 

 

Welcome to Winds and Waves in 2018, now being published on Medium.com. 

  

Publishing on Medium allows us to have conversations with our readers, as well as posting 

videos and photographs - thus making our publication multimedia. 

  

Please share this email with all your colleagues and NGOS, organisations who may be interested. 

  

We are excited to let you know that Winds and Waves is alive and well on Medium, which also 

offers a wealth of articles on many topics for you to tap into.  

  

4 steps to SIGN UP TO Winds and Waves 

We have put together a simple guide -  four steps to sign up to Winds and Waves on Medium: 

 

 

1.   Go to Winds and Waves at https://medium.com/winds-and-waves 

2.   Sign on at the top right-hand corner of the page. 

3.   Once subscribed, you will automatically be notified when new stories are posted on 

Winds and Waves. 

4.   You can sign in to Winds and Waves in a number of ways - by using your 

○    Twitter account 

○    Facebook account 

○    Google account 

○    email address. 

If you decided to login by email, Medium will send a confirmation link to your email address, 

which you must click on within 15 minutes. Please let us know if you need help!! 
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This is a unique opportunity for you, ICA other NGO’s and organisations,  to share case studies, 

community development and climate change stories, book reviews, videos, miracles, 

transformative events, and transformational change stories with the world! 

  

PLEASE sign in to Winds and Waves NOW! And start reading – articles under the Winds and 

Waves banner or any other categories you choose! And it’s FREE! (Medium does have a 

subscription fee for some of its content, but this doesn’t apply to Winds and Waves). 

  

SUBMIT AN ARTICLE 

The theme for the next few months is MAKING THINGS WORK. 

These days it often seems as if we live in a world of dysfunction where it is hard to get things 

done. Yet people who work with ICA around the world know that every day, things are 

happening when people get together and decide to create change.  

 

We want to focus on those stories and techniques in this issue of Winds and Waves - via articles, 

'how to' guides, videos, and book reviews.  

 

The first 2018 deadline for submission is March 15 - but you can also submit at any time. Just 

send your publication-ready piece to Rosemary, or post the draft on Medium.  (Click on the 

right-hand button on the top of the page after you’ve signed in; then click on ‘New story’. We 

will then edit and publish the draft.)  

 

We also share Winds and Waves stories on other social media platforms. 

  

This is the new face of the ICA Winds and Waves newsletter – to reach the world…..let’s share all 

the miracles! 

  

We look forward to having you as part of the Winds and Waves global community on 

Medium/Winds and Waves! 

 

Best wishes, 

 

 

 

Lisseth Lorenzo, President: ICAI, and members of the ICA WW team. 
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